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If the only prayer that
you say in your life
is thank you,
that would suffice.
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From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
by GinaMarie Byars, chair

You will notice that we do not have any new Lodgekeepers stepping
onto the Board this year. This has been done mindfully and with the
intention of looking forward. The six who are continuing have spent
the last year getting to know each other and becoming famiiar with
the processes of the WWRL Board. This next year, it is our intention
to learn more fully our strengths and talents. While doing this, we will find areas where we
need more support and can very mindfully call in people with specific skills for future growth
of Red Lodge. This will also allow us to provide good support for new Lodgekeepers and weave
their talents into the ongoing tapestry of leadership.

photo courtesy GinaMarie Byars

W

hat a year! Such a roller-coaster, so much chaos, pain, and
turmoil. With the world in so much upheaval, the 15 Principles
of WWRL are more crucial than ever before. Even more essential are
people willing to stand with the Principles, willing to walk them, willing to live them, willing to speak them and be heard. We are at a tipping point, and I am honored to report that Woman’s Way Red Lodge
can continue standing, walking, living, and speaking. And doing so in
a very sustainable and meaningful way.

We will recruit for the 2018 Board beginning in August 2017. If you feel called to serve on the
Board, or think you might be interested, let us know! Volunteer with the ongoing projects we
have, serve on one of the committees, work with us and help us know you and your talents.
And watch for the recruitment announcement later in the year.
As always, I want to express gratitude for all our members. You are a constant reminder and
inspiration that the work we do is essential. The work you do is honored and held in much high
regard by all of us on the Board.
Because of you, WWRL is stronger and more secure than ever. We are standing—grounded and
centered—and ready to step more fully into power. As you review the Annual Report, which
concludes this winter issue of our Hearth Letter, take time to see what this last year has brought
forward. Reflect on how WWRL has moved in your own life. Contemplate the harvest.
Then, turn your gaze to the future. How can YOU more fully step in? How can we all co-create
a new paradigm for positive change in our communities? What is calling to be birthed in and
through you? What is ready to be brought forward to make our immediate circles and the larger
world better?
We are excited to step into the future with you!
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Woman’s Way Red Lodge Annual Meeting

Hearth Dreaming: Flying with the Phoenix
by Erin McCusker, secretary

O

ver 20 members attended the annual meeting through the video wonder of Zoom technology. It was a
joyful celebration of much gratitude, dreaming of what’s next and affirming the Lodgekeepers who will
hold the hearth for Woman’s Way Red Lodge in 2017.
The morning began with song, drumming and a spiral meditation. All of the attendees introduced themselves
and shared their locations. Arizona, Oregon, Colorado and Washington were all represented!
An overview of the state of the organization was shared and details of all of the reports are found in the full
Annual Report which concludes this issue of Hearth Letter. For much of the meeting, deep gratitude and many
appreciations were shared. An open time of calling out the names of people who have served WWRL was held.
Many, many names were spoken into the circle.

The current board members specifically wanted to acknowledge the hard work and many efforts of those who
had been before us – laying a strong foundation on which to grow, maintaining a vibrant non-profit organization, commitment through the times of ease
and the times of struggle – allowing WWRL to continue to build on the organization’s mission and to live and promote the purpose of “co-creating a new
paradigm for positive change in our communities.” The following people were
specifically honored and acknowledged for their contributions to Red Lodge:
Drai Bearwomyn – Honored for her myriad contributions to WWRL over the
years with her website and graphic design expertise and more: “…we wanted
to honor you for all of your work creating our web site and for the many graphics you have created for our yearly fund drives, events, fliers, campaigns and
the like over these years. You are extremely talented and we are huge fans but
more than that your vision of how Woman’s Way would be depicted, the spirit
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of the goddess, the colors of our passions, the beauty of red, came through in your designs for the branding of
WWRL and the many images you have created for us over the years. Our ‘aesthetic’ is a huge draw for so many
who encounter our print materials and our website…” – Madrone
Norleen Overman – Honored for her significant contributions during the
non-profit start-up years: “We honor and thank you for your commitment to
WWRL, particularly the work on the website that is so key to our organization’s
communication.” – Madrone
Mary Shackelford – Honored for her continued work on the Hearth Letter that
so beautifully communicates with our members: “Your personal heart and
hearth space for this letter provides much hope in our world because what our
members see in this quarterly newsletter is the hope that WWRL brings to the
world through what our members do to co-create a new paradigm for positive
change in our communities.” – Madrone
Amy Morrison – Honored for her work as the
WWRL Administrator: “Amy has always been
so kind and offered help happily and willingly.
She exemplifies so many of the fifteen principles WWRL holds dear and I am so, so, so
grateful to have gotten to know her and work
with her.” – Grace Peterson
Rachel Soumokil – Honored for her volunteer
work for WWRL: “Rachel is a person we can
count on here in our Flagstaff Community and
we are so grateful for her. Rachel walks with so many of the WWRL 15 Principles but today we honor her for the principle Willingness to Step into Power
& Service – which states ‘We are willing, each in a unique way, to step into our
power in service of the highest good of the community.’ You are doing just this
Rachel; you are creating a community that will fight for social justice issues at a
local level. You are helping to heal wounds emotionally and physically so that joy filled warriors can engage the
chaos of the world. You are truly a woman who walks in Woman’s Way…” – Madrone
Three Lodgekeepers are completing their board commitment: Madrone and Erin McCusker after four years and
Shimmer Lee after three years. They were beautifully and lovingly honored with gifts and words. Mary Shackelford wove each an open heart basket with cattail, sweetgrass, corn husk, corn silk and cedar – all materials she
gathered. Gifts from the other Lodgekeepers and WWRL Communications Coordinator, Heather Clayton were
placed in the baskets and nestled in autumn leaves.
Following the appreciations, it was time to dream for WWRL in 2017! Several of the planned events and current programs were shared and then the talking stick was placed in the center for everyone to speak their
dreams and intentions into the circle. The following are just a few of the many spoken:
• Growing the WWRL community
• Using technology like Zoom, Facebook, etc. to deepen connections
--- MORE
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Creating and sharing new learning built around the WWRL 15 principles
Invigorating a WWRL Crone Circle
New Hoops created with new themes – Families, Activist Rejuvenating Healing Circle - and in new areas
– Eastern United States, Canadian – American (no borders, no boundaries)
More volunteers for WWRL
WWRL in schools
Expanding the films and drummings and other longtime WWRL programs
Continuing to build the sustainability of WWRL as a non-profit organization
Sustaining WWRL contract staff - Amy Morrison will continue as bookkeeper and Heather Clayton will
continue as the communications coordinator

The 2016 Annual WWRL Meeting concluded with the Blessing Ceremony for the 2017 Board of Trustees and
the heart consensus confirmation of the Lodgekeepers and their positions. A closing blessing ended the
meeting, a wonderful experience full of appreciation and dreaming, connection and excitement. It is with
great joy and love for WWRL that we contribute our voices and hands to fly with the phoenix in 2017.

2017 WWRL Board of Trustees - our Lodgekeepers

GinaMarie Byars, chair

Sophie Suberman, secretary

Grace Peterson, treasurer

Crystal Gordon, at-large

Katy Myers, at-large

Serena Davidson, at-large
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by Heather Clayton, WWRL communications director

O

ur annual fund drive has ended and our hearts are so full of gratitude for you, dear members and supporters. Thank you for being you and for being the heart of our hearth! Thanks to you, we raised over $13,500
during the drive! Your contributions are significant and will fund many new programs and partnerships with
other community builders throughout the year! Our utmost
gratitude and thanks goes out to everyone that donated during our drive, but especially to our large donors, Mary Shackelford and Jim Burke, that went above and beyond- donating
$500 or more to Woman’s Way Red Lodge. Thank you for
your generosity to Red Lodge!
We are also extremely grateful to once again be the recipients of a grant from an anonymous donor in the amount
of $7,500! Thank you for your continued support! WWRL is
blessed to have had so many contributions this year to both
our Hearth Fund and our Leadership Fund. Thank you to all
that gave and continue to give!

Mary G.L. Shackelford photo

We also raised almost $2,000 at events during our Fund
Drive and we want to thank our performers, volunteers,
and event organizers for giving so much of their time and
talents to make these programs a success! In total, WWRL
reached 884 people through these events and gained a
few new members!
All raffle winners have been notified by email and contacted
about claiming their prizes! Thank you again to everyone
who donated, renewed, or joined WWRL during the fund
drive! You are the heart of the hearth and we love and value
each one of you!
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Fund Drive raffle winners announced

A

very special thank you to everyone who donated prizes for the raffle including Crystal Gordon of Color Me
Kale, Lauren M. Johnson of Vital Stillness Photography, Erin McCusker, Tone Butler, Sophie Suberman and
GinaMarie Byars. Thank you so much for your generosity and for the beautiful gifts you bring not only to us but
to the world!

Our 2016 Winners:

Sharma Gencarelle photo

Color Me Kale Wellness Coaching - Rachel Soumokil
Vital Stillness Photography Print - Cliff Peterson
Beaded Gemstone Necklace with Goddess - Patricia Menzies
Playful Crone Felted Wool Hat - Scott Godwin
Personal Scarf with Name or Totem - Corby Palacios
One Hour of Energy Work and Advising - Susan Pitiger

Did you miss the fund drive?

You can still donate, renew, or become a new member of WWRL!
Become a Member Here
Donate Here

Other Ways to Give:

Did you know that you can make monthly donations to WWRL? You can easily set up automatic payments in
any amount - $5, $20, $2 - it all adds up! Find out how to sign on here.
You can also shop at smile.amazon.com and Amazon will donate 0.5% of all eligible purchases to WWRL!
Simply click here and you’ll be taken directly to AmazonSmile where you’ll be asked if you want to support
Woman’s Way Red Lodge while you shop. We hope you’ll say yes!
Thank you for helping us co-create a new paradigm for positive change in our communities! You are the
Heart of our Hearth!

Women gather in the Moonlodge every month.
Open Circle every 4th Sunday, 6:30 PM
Come for rest and renewal any time.
Open to all women.
Located on Vashon Island.
Email moonlodge@wwrl.org for more information.
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Honoring the three retiring Lodgekeepers
by GinaMarie Byars, chair

M

adrone, Shimmer Lee, and Erin McCusker: these three wild, strong, amazing womyn are stepping off the WWRL
board of trustees. Each has helped solidify Woman’s Way Red Lodge as a strong organization. Each truly embraces
and walks the 15 Principles. Those of us continuing are incredibly fortunate to have had a cycle to walk with them and
learn from their examples.
I first met Madrone after a Bone Lodge that she coordinated and was inspired to join the first Flagstaff Hoop that she and
VTara Ruscher started. Over the years, I’ve had opportunity to sit in circle, stand in leadership, walk through relationship
changes, birth a beautiful drum (Zendaya), laugh, cry, sing, drum and breathe with her. I’ve seen her grow fully into her
Be-ing. And through that growth, I’ve watched her become more comfortable with her natural tendency to Step into
Power and Service. She has brought forward much awareness of Inclusiveness and Acceptance. She has inspired many
people to Live from their Core, and I look forward to seeing the next phase of her journey.
From Erin McCusker I have learned a lot about listening. She has a natural talent to Collaborate with others and does so
with much grace. She has a talent for truly hearing others and can take all the input and weave a final piece that honors
all the participants. Her natural tendency to walk with Gratitude and Generosity makes sitting in circle with her such a
place of rejuvenation. Her ability to see what is needed and draw collaborators to her makes me very excited to witness
her continued path of Stepping into Leadership and Power.
I have watched Shimmer Lee grow from “just” a seeker to a full-fledged bringer of truth and justice. Her path has led her
through Embracing Paradox to standing fully in Power as a Seeker of Knowledge in the Ways of Wisdom. Her foresight
and dedicated persistence to making the world a better place is exactly what I think of when I think of “Generativity”. I
am eager to watch how she uses her Willingness to Play and Laugh at Ourselves to change future generations.
All three of these beautiful beings are committed to co-creating a new paradigm for positive change in our communities. I
would not be who I am today without having them in my life. Woman’s Way Red Lodge would not be what it is today without their dedication. The WWRL Lodgekeepers support their paths and are excited to work with them in future endeavors!
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by Crystal Gordon, Lodgekeeper

O

ver the fall, our community has grown a beautiful and fun program: Morning Circles. The Morning Circles
dreamed into life by Lodgekeeper Sophie Suberman have taken root and are blossoming into a lovely Winter Garden. Each morning for the past three months, members of the Red Lodge and Long Dance come to sit in
circle and start the day together. We grew from 200 women attending in October to over 250 in November!
I love the sweet and nourishing interactions each time I attend. To say it has changed my life would not cover the
depth of the experience I have felt over the past few months. It has been such a joy to see fellow sisters and learn
more about their everyday lives. How amazing technology can be in weaving the web of sisterhood!
During the month of November, I led these circles; it was a powerful time to be with each other especially as
the election took place. We sifted through strong emotions together to offer one another love and support. I
am deeply grateful that we have this virtual space as a way of deeper connection. Coming together in this way
reminds me of waking up to house full of women gathering around the kitchen table, talking over a cup of tea
about what is alive and true for them for the day. I have learned on a deeper level that everything is sacred.
The mundane, the ceremonies, and the shortest of conversation. Everything from our conversations with a
clerk at the grocery store to ceremony – it is all sacred!
These circles are a way for our community to share opinions, insights, fears, joy, victories and laughter. One
woman even mentioned that though she may not always be able to attend, it brings her great comfort know-

ing we are there each day. It has been a great joy to hear more deeply about other sisters’ lives and how they walk

--- MORE
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with the 15 Principles throughout the day. I find so much wisdom in
Morning Circle each time I attend. My whole day feels like it is on fire
with passion, purpose and support after I wake up with such a soulnourishing gathering!
I am ecstatic that Erin McCusker stepped in to continue Morning Circle
calls through December! Erin holds such a loving space for the gathering and if you have not attended yet, I invite you to come join the fun
and play with us each morning! Grandma Alex Peterson, a devoted
participant these past months, will lead Morning Circle in January.

Sophie Suberman photo

One of the beauties of the technology that Red Lodge is using for these
calls is that you may call in by phone or, even better, join by video. The
intimacy and joy of seeing your sisters’ smiling faces feels like pure
magic! You do not need any special equipment or technology to join by
video as long as you have laptop computer equipped with a camera.

Join Morning Circle
For video, from PC, Mac, Linux, iOS or Android:
			https://zoom.us/j/2264644834
Or by telephone:
Dial: +1 408 638 0968 (US Toll)
			
Meeting ID: 226 464 4834

See you there!

Sharma Gencarelle photo

International numbers available; email info@wwrl.org

Wild women in Vermont leap into the new year

A

fter six years, Sharma Gencarelle is stepping down as Hoop Facilitator for the Wild Women of 3 Rivers Vermont
Hoop. Thank you so much, Sharma, for all you have brought forward in this service to WWRL and to the women
of your community!
Sharma writes: “I have listened closely to what is calling me forward, and while this role has grown me in amazing
ways, in leadership and in my spiritual practice, I need to make space for what is unfolding. Kathy Rose Hayes, one of
the long-standing Vermont Hoop sisters, will step into service for the 2017 Hoop cycle! I am very excited to continue
to participate in the Hoop without having to plan, schedule, check in, email and reserve space each month! It has
been a big commitment: one I was grateful to grow into, and one I am happy to pass on.”
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“This body of mine is not an ornament, it’s a vehicle.”

Embrace your Body!

Learn more at Red Lodge film screening and discussion
by Amy Morrison, WWRL women’s film series coordinator

W

oman’s Way Red Lodge brings the film Embrace to
the Vashon Theatre, Tuesday, January 17 at 6 PM,
followed by a post-film discussion with several WWRL
Lodgekeepers. Admission is by donation, $5-$20 suggested, with no one turned away for lack of funds.
Body image activist Taryn Brumfitt wrote, produced and directed Embrace after an unconventional ‘before and after’
photo she posted in 2013 was seen over 100 million times
and sparked an international media frenzy. But it wasn’t
the type of transformation you’d probably expect: Her
before photo shows off her fit physique on stage in a figure
competition, while her after shot shows her body once it
evolved back to its natural shape. According to our media/
cultural standard, Taryn had achieved a “(near) perfect”
body—and found that it’s not all it’s cracked up to be.

Embrace is told from her point of view as she traverses
the globe talking to experts, women in the street and
well-known personalities about the alarming rates of body
image issues that are seen in people of all body types. Taryn’s work and her story are at Body Image Movement.
She writes, “A negative perception of our own body is both destructive and unhealthy and can result in a damaged sense of self or poor self esteem. So the message here is – accept your body. I am a regular every day mum
of three children who has the energy of a rocket and more optimism than I know what to do with. Life is bloody
brilliant and I want you to feel the same. I truly love women, I believe we have many remarkable qualities but sadly we are often anchored down by negative thoughts that ‘sideline’ us from being all that we can be… until now!
“Throughout my body image journey I’ve been asked a lot of questions. How did you learn to love your body?
Why is body image an issue today? Why do I feel this way? How do I change the way I feel so I can love my body?”
Embrace uncovers why poor body image has become a global epidemic and what women everywhere can do
to have a brighter future. Join Red Lodge for a respectful and much-needed conversation about what we can
do to embrace body diversity, love our bodies and to prioritize true health and well-being.
The screening is made possible because of generous support by the Vashon Theatre and Island Green Tech.
The Theatre is located at 17723 Vashon Highway SW, Vashon Island, WA 98070. Contact tovashon@wwrl.org
for discounted ferry tickets. For questions, contact Amy, amy@wwrl.org.
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Flagstaff Hoop goes under the blanket
by Madrone, Lodgekeeper and founder of Flagstaff Hoop

T

he time has come to lay our Flagstaff Hoop to bed, under the blanket for a bit. The choice to close our Hoop
was not decided by any one Hoop sister but rather became the natural outcome and response to a lack of a
facilitator stepping forward to be the WWRL coordinator and liaison of this Hoop. All things ebb and flow and
so it is with our Hoop.

As the founder of this Hoop in 2010 with VTara (rest in peace), it felt important to end in a ceremonial and honoring way. As a member of WWRL, I have learned to
honor all aspects of the circle flow, so it was essential that we bring these six years to a close despite
what manifestations new Hoops in our area might
take in 2017 and beyond. Many womyn in our
Hoop have spoken to feeling called to potentially
create other types of Hoops with WWRL and even
this form of our Hoop may rebirth at some point.

All photos courtesy of Madrone

The Flagstaff Hoop was the first Hoop birthed
outside of Washington State. We took the leap, the
risk, and we were vulnerable to what might happen as so many of us have felt when we bear down
to birth something new. We were “The Fool”
tarot card leaping into the unknown. An important
growth moment for WWRL as an organization,
now there have been, and in many cases still are,
Hoops in VT, CO, UT, OR, WA and even Jamaica.
I would also be remiss to not mention the Flagstaff Men’s Hoop, which was created by the part--- MORE
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ners and friends of our Women’s Hoop. This Men’s Hoop was of
course entirely created by these men, but the spark for it was
encouraged by several of our sisters.
The Hoop here in Flagstaff was a sort of “flagship” Hoop illustrating that this WWRL service project was indeed an important
manifestation of walking the 15 principles of WWRL and teaching/living Woman’s Way in the world. We have been a big part
of the story and the journey of WWRL now with many womyn
from this Hoop serving in volunteer roles for the organization
as Lodgekeepers and even as Chair and Treasurer. More than
simply a vision that came to ground it has been an honor and a
place where I have grown and been held through many transitions over the seasons of my life these past years. Also meaningful has been the beauty of witnessing seven womyn lead
our Hoop over the past six years. For me it was significant to
watch our community grow into a place where I could step out
of the role of leader and still participate in our circle. As Grace,
a former facilitator of our Hoop and now treasurer of WWRL,
said to me one day, “We are a community now and we don’t need to meet each month to feel that connection
together, we have matured in this way.” Wise words indeed.
There are 100+ different ways to create a joy filled world, to work to shift our current paradigm, and Woman’s
Way is one of them. It is a path that has brought me great evolution in my life and even now this could not be
more true as I was able to experience the lessons of learning what it means to “do endings,” to say goodbye, to
close our Hoop in a “good way” that honored and brought gratitude to our important walk together over these
many years. In our circle, and every day, we have strived to walk with the Red Lodge 15 principles and will continue to do so in our unique ways. And so it seemed fitting, in the fall/winter of the year, that our Hoop would
go under the blanket in order that new seeds could germinate, blossom, and be birthed. I must say, being in
circle with such amazing womyn has been nothing short of a treasure and gift for me.
Lani Ladbon photo

On November 13th eleven Hoop members gathered at my house to participate in closing the first six years of
our Hoop. We invited all 34 Hoop members over the past six years to join together as this generation of our
Hoop went under the blanket. In addition to
these eleven womyn, several of our sisters have
moved out of city or state and wrote in comments
for the three prompts below or just spoke from
their heart. Their words were read this evening.
Finally, during our Hoop’s six years we have had
two members cross over and I believe their
energies were present this evening as well. I had
dreamed three sharing “rounds.”
1) First Sharing Round: How have you grown
from Hoop? What have you learned? What are
--- MORE
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your Joys from our walk together? What have you
harvested? (The poem that follows was written
together during this round.)
2) Second Sharing Round: What are your sadnesses
or frustrations at the close of our Hoop? What do
you need to let go or release related to Hoop?
3) Third Sharing Round: What are the dreams or
seeds you are planning for future Woman’s Way Red
Lodge groups, Hoops, and programs in our/your
community? How might you dream of working with
WWRL to connect your livelihood with the purpose
of WWRL to co-create a new paradigm for change in
our communities so both of you are in abundance?
In addition to going through these rounds, I made
colorful cards with the 15 Principles on them and
each womyn took one to “walk” with as they left this Hoop. Also, Gina, the current chair of WWRL, an original crone member of our Hoop, and former Hoop facilitator suggested we do a GiveAway as we had done
to close each Hoop cycle but with a twist. This time each of us picked a Giveway and took it home. Then we
were to contact the sister whose GiveAway we received and meet up with them to talk about the story of
their GiveAway. Each of the rounds was a beautiful and transparent discussion. I especially appreciated the
raw-ness and transparent honesty in round two, which allowed for a clearing of any stuck feeling from this
ending to be washed away in a good way.
Over the past six years, the following 34 womyn have walked with the Flagstaff Hoop for one or more cycles:
VTara, Madrone, Grace, Erin, Christine, Michelle, Chaparral, Theresa, Cindy, Gina, Meghan, Shimmer Lee,
Alexis, Kori, NiCara, Caitlyn B., Vicky, Cassie, Teresa, Erika, Jen, Tracy, Eva, Alexis, Kira, Terez, Carrie, Carly,
Marley, Emily, Rachel, Caitlyn C., Brittney, and Jory.
We were and are 34 beautiful beings walking in light together over the past six years and forever in our hearts
for the years to come. courageous, unblinking and insightful. We ended our night holding hands in circle, looking quietly in each other’s eyes and listening to Libana singing Sisters Now Our Meeting is Over.
Sisters now our meeting is over, sisters we must part
And if I never see you any more I will love you in my heart.
Yes we’ll land on the shore, yes we’ll land on the shore,
yes we’ll land on the shore and be safe forever more.
			
Click here to hear this song.
The Hoop has completed my search for loved community and sisterhood in spiritual and sacred connection.
Through Hoop I returned to my womanhood and connection to sisterhood and mother earth. I have come to
recognize the profound importance of sitting with women and developing ongoing relationships with women
of any age. I take ceremony and share it everywhere I go!
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Wombtastic Womyn
Flagstaff Hoop Closing Poem

The Hoop has allowed me to embrace myself for all that I am and shown me that I am
not alone.
Through Hoop I have known the overwhelming joy and beauty of sitting in circle with
women as we learn to claim and stand in our power.
I have gone from seeker to sharer.
I have reclaimed the ancient knowledge of ceremony.
Our Hoop has given me a safe community, a family of sisters to lift each other through tears,
pain, loss, divorce, death, and celebrate one another’s journeys into the light of new
beginnings.
This Hoop has reinforced my deep roots and strength in being me, finding balance
between play and work, friends and family, and an appreciation for mother earth and
growth in my connection with the sacred feminine.
I have learned to listen to my body and to respect what it tells me.
I learned that I am strong, powerful, a leader, a joyfilled warrior, a glitter rebel, an
advocate for positive change, as a
result of walking in community with
AMAZING spiritual beings.
I reclaimed my womb, heart, and
voice through the Hoop, and through
honoring others’ journeys I have
found deep connection to all,
through grace, spirit, and a fearlessness to be seen and heard in
my feminine power.
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An ode to sisterhood

Expanding the healing circle of Buffalo Heart
by Sophie Suberman, one of Buffalo Heart’s sidebys

W

hat an amazing year. As a North Carolina native, I have just completed my stint as what I now see as
something like an exchange student in the Pacific Northwest. I have been steeped in the Woman’s Way
Red Lodge and Long Dance culture and mystique, and I am empowered to take them back East with me.
With my transition, the need for another woman
to sideby Buffalo Heart arises. Margaret Suhr, a
member of the South Seattle Hoop and a new
Long Dance sister, has answered our call and joins
me and Talia Landau as sidebys to the Red Lodge
community drum. Margaret visits Buffalo Heart
regularly at Talia’s to play her and seek her guidance, feeling an easy and immediate connection
with Buffalo Heart’s heartbeat.
I am grateful to continue standing among my
sisters and support Buffalo Heart’s walk in the
world. Mary Shackelford, the drum’s first keeper,
continues to be an active part of Buffalo Heart’s
life, whisking her to events that call to the drum to
Burton Hill, Vashon Island and beyond.
In partnership with Aubrey Armes’ Awaken Your
Greatness Dance Parties in the South Seattle area, Talia plans to take Buffalo Heart out to the monthly community dances regularly next year. And as I head to North Carolina, I will be carry Buffalo Heart’s pipe, gifted
by Womn, who I look forward to meeting when timing is right. I am excited to see how Margaret and Buffalo
Heart’s relationship grows, and we are all grateful for her excitement to step into this leadership position.
Buffalo Heart is here for you, too. Should you feel her call, please reach out to us at motherdrum@wwrl.org.

South Sound Women’s Drum Circle with Otter Woman
2nd Fridays, 7-9 PM, at The Coach House
211 21st Ave. SW, Olympia, WA
all women welcome – no experience necessary
a drug and alcohol free event
donations gladly accepted
email sswdc@wwrl.org for more information
Proudly
sponsored by
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Empowered by the Woman Soul Gathering
by Mary G.L. Shackelford

I

continue to feel enormous gratitude for the beauty and depth of Woman Soul Gathering 2016. I am steeped in
memories and inspired with willingness and commitment to move what we did together forward in the world.
Over 40 women, including a dozen elders, gathered to explore the call for women to step into their soul’s purpose.
Together, we were invited on a journey of revelation and initiation offering insight into our gifts, release of stuck
energy that holds us back and on into claiming that which is our birthright. Within the sweet, tender safety of
sacred space we co-created, an organic flow of ritual unfolded: Singing The Sun Up, Dawn Spirit Bathing, creating Moon Stone Circle, stepping into Standing Tall Ceremony, witnessing and working with Grandmother Moon
Bundle, Sacred Art, the Grief Altar, drumming and singing together, and then finally stepping forward to claim the
Song of our Soul as we gathered up the Moon Stone Circle and dispersed to walk our prayers into our lives.
Over the four days we spent at Pilgrim Firs, there were good experiences to spark my own growth. I had a
powerful sense that ALL of us were moved, challenged, inspired, changed; and it is a poignant experience to
witness the vulnerability and risk of transformative breakthrough – which happened for five or six women. We
are all empowered by the healing that re-weaves and strengthens our capacity.
I had an unusual role. Invited to join the three women who envisioned and held the container for the gathering, I
was delighted to participate in the creative process of manifesting Woman Soul 2016 without the responsibilities
of being a core organizer. I am deeply honored and grateful for the integrity and commitment Mattie, Chalice and
Barbara brought to the entire process of working together; I so appreciate how they reached out to include me!
It was a privilege to witness the other elders – how each shared of themselves with generosity and respect
while also leaning into their own vulnerability and presence as fellow-travelers on the journey. Big appreciation, too, for the YES! support that WWRL Lodgekeepers expressed in committing Woman’s Way Red Lodge
resources to sponsor the gathering, along with Sacred Circles Institute, Sacred Groves.
We gathered in the dark of the new moon at Samhain. In the wake of ensuing events, having shared that time
--- MORE
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together I am better able to hold the steady ground of my own
soul’s purpose. Big energy is moving in the world, and change is
happening. Perhaps we will find the common ground towards
which we move. One of Martin Luther King, Jr’s speeches focused on the teaching – “the way to treat an enemy is to make
a friend.” With open hearts, resisting getting dragged into the
polarizing energy and language that threatens to fill our air
space, it’s time to stand and take action, however that may look,
in whatever contexts open. Each and every one of us can make a
difference in what happens now.
Through the Beauty Way, Woman Soul 2016 encourages and
empowers us to stand in the fullness of our gifts. I call out to say
thank you, each of you, for stepping up.

Men deepen love and acceptance through WWRL Hoop
by Angelo Bergs

T

he Northern Arizona Men’s Hoop ended our nine-month cycle in October and what a blessing to have followed it through to completion! In journeying with the other men, three WWRL Principles stood out: Living
From Your Core, Willingness To Play and Laugh at Ourselves, and Inclusiveness and Acceptance. In our entire
cycle, other Principles stood out and helped different men at various times, but these three were constantly
interwoven into each Hoop meeting.

From our first meeting, we found out we have an expansive collection of backgrounds and personal stories that draw us together. We set a group intention to
always be honest when we speak and to make a conscious effort to hear and not
judge when we are not speaking. Through our group intention to listen carefully
(Inclusiveness and Acceptance) and speak honestly (Live From Your Core), we
plunged into the depths of each other’s histories, thoughts and spirits in meaningful ways. Help was given when asked, and witnessing was provided always.
I cannot say I have seen anything more beautiful than the love and acceptance of
oneself and others that grew in our Hoop. If you asked me at the start to rank the
15 Principles in order of personal priority, I would have placed Willingness to Play
and Laugh at Ourselves as 15, but humor and light-heartedness was a constant
thread in our meetings. It was a key Principle I was lacking as a leader in spiritual settings, and it was a way that
made every man feel comfortable enough to talk. I got to learn from everyone that irreverence can be meaningful and life-changing, and sometimes a heavy topic or question can only be resolved with a joke and a smile.
Our numbers dwindled drastically in our cycle due to family commitments, moves and long distances, but the
feeling of the men’s Hoop lives on. Those of us continuing for a second cycle will create our second cycle’s
goals, and then we will open our hoop to new members. I know all of us are excited to see what another year
can do to help each of us, which in turn helps weave the web of the world with the 15 Principles of WWRL.
Many blessings, and happy return of the light!
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We take website security seriously at WWRL
by Heather Clayton, WWRL communications director

Because security has always been of utmost importance
to WWRL, we do not store or ask for any credit card, SSN or birthdate information on our site. All payments and
donations are handled by PayPal, a trusted and secure site. Therefore, no financial information was compromised.

Heather Clayton photo

W

ork has begun on getting the WWRL website up to
date so it remains a relevant and useful resource,
not only for our own community, but for others seeking
information and connection as well. In 2016, we were
able to hire a web developer to assist in some of the
initial overhaul, most of which took place behind the
scenes. It was the developer that let us know that our
site was infected with malware that may have allowed
the possibility for an unauthorized user to access information stored privately through the site; specifically,
names, addresses, phone numbers and email addresses.

We believe this security compromise to be minor, as we have no indication that the unauthorized user accessed or made use of any private information. We are taking it very seriously, however, and have taken many
steps to secure the site from any future attacks.
Should you have any questions about this compromise, please email webweaver@wwrl.org. We are so grateful for your continued support! These are exciting times and I am amazed by the strength of this community!
Walking with the Joy Filled Warriors of WWRL continues to be an honor and an absolute pleasure.

Gratitude for work completed and more to come

The Elwha Sustainability Project
by Sophie Suberman, Lodgekeeper

A

s the winter fully arrives in the Pacific Northwest (replete
with snow!), I am appreciating the completion of the first
phase of the Earthship sustainability project on Klallam Native
land in Port Angeles.

Sophie Suberman photo

I am grateful for fellow leaders and collaborators Ryan, Horizon,
Zavier, Zarna, Renee and Laura, not to mention Doug and Roberta Charles for calling this project in. Big thanks to the myriad
volunteers who joined us to clear the land, create a composting
toilet, establish and harvest the community Fisherman’s Garden
in honor of the late Doug Charles, and build a cob oven with the
guidance of James Henderson.
--- MORE
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We are set with a base for volunteers to join us next year for
continued gardening, installation of solar panels and beginning
the homesite.

Sophie Suberman photo

Keep a look out for a gratitude gathering in the early summer to
appreciate Roberta and Doug’s hospitality, to honor the life of
Doug Charles, and to give thanks and build community around
this project. We would love to have you!

Awaken Your Greatness

Dance Parties, 1st & 3rd Wednesdays, 7:45-9:15 PM
Yoga on Beacon
3013 Beacon Avenue South, Seattle, WA
everyone is welcome!
email Aubrey@awakenyourgreatness.guru for more information
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Election reflections

by Caitlyn Burford, communications studies professor, Northern Arizona University
Caitlyn Burford joined Red Lodge after participating in the seasonal Drumming into the Seasons and the Flagstaff Hoop for two years. As a professor,
she spends most of her time trying to incorporate the prison industrial complex
and Beyonce into her lectures. Her research focuses on environmental justice
issues with a media criticism bent. Inspired by Buffy the Vampire Slayer and
driven by a fierce love for podcasts, you can find her at caitlynburford.com.

O

n Wednesday after the election, I taught my Environmental Communication
undergraduate class at Northern Arizona University. I struggled to find words
and I didn’t want to tell them, “Everything will be ok,” and reinforce something I
do not believe to be true. So instead, I wrote them this letter.

To my students,
I woke up this morning with an immense and overwhelming sense of dread. I know I am not alone in
that. At a loss for words to speak, I read this poem,
over and over and over. Because I feel hurt.
I was reminded of a poem by Warsan Shire:
“later that night
i held an atlas in my lap
ran my fingers across the whole world
and whispered
where does it hurt?
it answered
everywhere
everywhere
everywhere.”
And what I feel is nothing compared to what many
people feel this morning. My hurt is nothing compared to the hundreds of people at Standing Rock, left
wondering what happens next. My shock is nothing
new to the millions of people around the country who
do not feel the same privilege of whiteness that I do.
My hurt is based on empathy and I am still distanced
from the bodily and material threat that many woke
up feeling this morning. Yet, I remain.
I am scared. I am angry. The State has never been in
place to protect its most vulnerable people, but to exploit them. The State was not designed to protect a most
vulnerable planet, but to exploit it. For those protections

now, only community and solidarity can respond.
I have an addendum to add. My feelings and fear of
Donald Trump do not necessitate my support of Hillary Clinton. I would have woken up this morning with
many other fears — fears for Syria, sadness for Yemen,
despair in the face of neoliberal global conflict. Distinct
and different, but fears none-the-less.
But today I want to talk about environmental fatigue.
The damage we are doing to the earth is serious and
long-lasting and imperative and far reaching. A few
years ago the New York Times published an article looking at the effects of environmental warning fatique:
a phenonmenon in which the overbearing weight of
global ecological damage is too much to comprehend
and we instead respond with nihilistic ignorance.
According to a study of 22,000 people from 22 countries around the globe, despite increasing evidence
and statistics outlining the devastating effects of
climate change, concern for environmental issues is
lower than it has ever been.
The weight may be too much to bear.
This brings me to environmental trauma. While
fatigue expresses exhaustion, trauma is different.
Trauma feels much more accurate today. Trauma: a
feeling of grief or emotion that comes from immense
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suffering, or when we feel something suffer. Does the earth suffer? How do we respond to the devastation of
the planet? How do we respond to the extinction of species? How do we respond to the extinction of people?
For one species to mourn the death of another is a new thing under the sun.

— Aldo Leopold, 1948

Trauma is often associated with death — the loss of someone — and displacement — the loss of home. What do
we do when that loss looks different? When we mourn the death of global ecological systems? When our concept
of home is much bigger than our immediate spaces? When melting glaciers and collapsing ecosystems constitute
our loss of home? We feel frustration, rage, and fear.
The grief felt at the loss of a species or a native habitat can’t be encapsulated in scientific thinking or logic. It
has a different kind of truth.		
— Phyllis Windle, 1995
I feel that now. Last week, I was told that the use of the phrase “climate change” was too political and I should
employ it less frequently as a teacher. “To improve my credibility,” he said. Climate change is science. It is as
--- MORE

Imbolc Lodge

Jim Burke photo

sweatlodge purification and prayer ritual for women

Sunday, February 5 on Vashon Island
firelighting at 10 AM
		
		

Emilia Vogt		
waterpourer		

Leslie Chertok
firetender		

Aspen Stone
doorkeeper

with Buffalo Heart drumming the heartbeat
email sweatlodge@wwrl.org to receive details
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much a fact as my existence. It was never meant to be political but a survival ethic, until it became increasingly
apparent that economic value trumps the value of life in the pervasive and encompassing logic of capitalism.
If I don’t talk to you about climate change, I do a disservice to you as your teacher. I am fearful about my future
of speaking about such things. Last night those fears reached a different level. Climate change denial will hold
the highest office in the United States.
I’m not here to explain the many ramifications of last night’s election. Not yet. You are adults. You can do that
on your own, do your research, form your own opinions. I know there are many more effects, many reasons to
be distraught and most of those reasons are far more imminent and pressing than many environmental issues
this morning. But I am here to talk about the politics of the environment and the marginalized communities
most at risk from climate change.
If Hillary Clinton had won today I would have talked to you about her shortcomings when it comes to environmental issues. She has supported fracking. She has alternated back and forth on her position towards nuclear
power. But she did not win. Donald Trump did. That fact changes the implications for environmental communication and creates a different battleground. While Clinton had some distressing stances on energy, Donald
Trump believes climate change is a hoax. That absolutely has an impact on what happens next.
He will reinstitute and pass the Keystone XL Pipeline, asking Trans Canada to renew its permit application to develop the area.
He has promised to reverse Obama’s Climate Action Plan and the Clean Power Plan.
“We’re going to cancel the Paris Climate Agreement and stop all payments of U.S. tax dollars to U.N.
global warming programs.”
He wants to further dismantle the Environmental Protection Agency, stating, “We’ll be fine with the
environment.” As a first step he has appointed a climate-change denier as head of the EPA.
Trump backs his climate change denial with research from the Competitive Enterprise Institute, a
sham of an “independent” research think-tank, funded by Exxon Mobil and the Koch Brothers.
Rather than curb fossil fuel use or reduce (and tax) carbon emissions, Trump’s energy policies will increase carbon emissions by 16%. The current global consensus is that the U.S. needs to cut emissions by
25% in order to keep global climate change from reaching irreversible “severe” levels within the decade.
The list continues. But here is where we begin. I woke up this morning with an immense and overwhelming
sense of dread. I know I am not alone in that.
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Drumming into winter solstice in Flagstaff
by Madrone, sideby to Zendaya, the Flagstaff community drum

F

lagstaff drummed in Winter Solstice with 41 people
December 11 at a new location, the Center for Indigenous Culture and Music downtown. We are excited about the visibility brought by this new location
downtown in the heart of our city and growing our
relationship with the center.

Madrone photo

Together in circle we honored Mother Night, Freya and
our solstice dreams to be birthed in the spring. Mrs.
Claus brought bells for us to take home as a gift to ward
off negative energy. There were over ten children present who especially loved making beautiful jingle bells all
night long!
What magick we can all create together with strong
intention and love. Merry Yule from Flagstaff Drumming
into the Seasons!

We appreciate your support!
JOIN

photo by Mary G.L. Shackelford

RENEW

DONATE

Your membership nurtures Red Lodge.
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Book review

Waking Up White by Debby Irving
“Debby Irving’s powerful Waking Up White opens a rare window on how white Americans are socialized.
Irving’s focus on the mechanics of racism operating in just one life — her own — may lead white readers to reconsider the roots of their own perspectives — and their role in dismantling old myths. Readers of color will no
doubt find the view through Irving’s window fascinating, and telling.” – Van Jones, author: Rebuild The Dream,
and The Green Collar Economy; President, Rebuild The Dream; Co-host, CNN Crossfire
by Mary G.L. Shackelford
ritten by a privileged WASP woman, this book reveals
Debby Irving’s journey to understand, uncover and change
the hidden roots of racism that are rampant in the dominant
culture but unseen and unacknowledged by us white people.
Focusing on her own life, Irving’s voice is courageous, unblinking
and insightful and also intimate, warm and compassionate.

W

Here are some notes I took while reading Waking Up White:
Listening to bear witness and to learn. Courageous conversation. Staying in it. Mutual learning is the goal. Straightforward
airing of experiences and beliefs, though uncomfortable, is
the path to interpersonal and intercultural understanding and
healing. Intimate human connection and enduring trust are the
rewards of courageous conversation.
Practice asking questions and listening with openness towards another’s experience helps me learn to be a change
agent in the creation of a more inclusive culture. I am also
awakening lost pieces of my own humanity through curiosity, creativity and compassion. I am trading out
bravado, security and status for vulnerability, trust and connection.
Free from the need to make a point, be right, look good, have the answer, I am humbled by the collective intelligence that emerges when people talk, ask and listen in ways that deepen understanding. Self-examination and
admitting bias and unhelpful inherited behaviors are tools for change. Loving another, loving life, embracing change
involves examining how my own insecurities and assumptions interfere with others’ ability to thrive. Move beyond
the effort to identify as a “good person” and make room for change and growth. Give up proving how much you
know or do and seek out what you don’t know so that you can be an effective agent of real change.
Pressing down and invalidating feelings and pressing down and invalidating people or cultures equals oppression. Denying full expression of emotion and feedback to maintain “niceness”, “peace”, or “control” actually
fuels anxiety and social unrest. Allowing anger and mistrust to fester fuels division, the reaffirmation of rigid
narratives and the self-destructive holding patterns of status quo.
When we “re-learn our loveliness” (Galway Kinnell, poet), we foster tenderness for being human. A spacious,
undefended heart finds room for all of you and creates space for everyone else as well.
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Love letter to the Lodgekeepers of yesterday

A

s we move into 2017, Red Lodge celebrates its first decade as a not-for-profit organization. From 2005 to
2007, many women participated in creating Woman’s Way Red Lodge, inspired to share the wisdom ways
we had learned together from years of Long Dance. Nurturing the seed planted when Connor Sauer organized
A Feast of Possibility in 2000, women met to articulate the 15 Principles, our heart-consensus agreement and
decision-making process, our leadership structure and to agree on our name and decide to pursue non-profit
status. In 2007, WWRL received that recognition, and the Working Group morphed into the Lodgekeepers, serving as WWRL board of trustees. From those first formative years continuing forward, WWRL thrives because of
the leadership of so many women. Today, the current Lodgekeepers recognize, honor and thank all of the women,
including past Lodgekeepers, who gave so much time and energy to create Red Lodge and lead us forward.

Sophie: I was just reading a bit about generativity. (I began to doubt myself, as Microsoft Word -- and now Gmail
-- says it’s spelled incorrectly, wondering if it’s really a word after all!) The first definition I found was jaw dropping
for me: In Erik Erikson’s Stages of Psychosocial Development, generativity is a struggle against stagnation that ascends during adulthood. Generativity in the psychosocial sense refers to the concern for establishing and guiding
the next generation and is said to stem from a sense of optimism about humanity. This is what we are doing!
Inspired by our Generativity Principle and the enthusiasm of Lodgekeeper Sophie Suberman, Serena Davidson,
a continuing Lodgekeeper wrote the following love letter:
We love your spunk and verve. The bold moxie of your voice! The dip and weave of your mind and body. Oh!
What brilliance!
How sweet the bones you created with your sweat, tears, laughter and deepest love!
The deeper we dive and swim so willingly into these bones and sinews, the better we see you. The clearer your
language becomes to our hearts and heads. We feel you in our guts.
--- MORE
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We feel the evolution of the Mystery that unites us each and every one. You are a part of us. We are a part of you.
We see the moving parts of yesterday growing from the ground below and reaching deeper still downwards for
nutrients, outward for stability, upward to bear the fruits.
We see the fruits have evolved in unknown ways. What a delight! What a challenge! How unexpected! How
adventurous! What heartache! What Love!
MYSTERY has us ALL in her thrall.
We adore the seeds we are born from. We have been gifted this amazing, unforeseeable foundation to express
and serve the tenderness of our souls’ love and spirit.
We know you did your best, because we do our best. We know you
put in SO much intention and DEEP care, because we do as well.
Thank you for giving us a view into you through the opportunity
to step into this space you so lovingly crafted.
We embody this work in ways that no one could have predicted.
Our bodies were unknown to you. Our bodies have secrets unknown to us too! As we hold the 15 principles inside our core...
they come alive inside and flow through and out.
They change us. They evolve us. These beautiful, adored principles... aaaahh. How soothing. How truly good. How delicious!
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Gratitude to the leaders who have served WWRL!!!
WWRL Board 2016
Chair, GinaMarie Byars
Treasurer, Grace Peterson
Secretary, Erin McCusker
At Large: Madrone, Shimmer Lee,
Serena Davidson, Katy Myers,
Crystal Gordon

---Bookkeeper/Administrator, Amy Morrison
Communications Director, Heather Clayton
WWRL Board 2015
Chair, Mary G.L. Shackelford
Treasurer, Aspen Stone
Secretary, Erin McCusker
At Large: Madrone, Shimmer Lee,
Serena Davidson
---Administrator, Amy Morrison
Communications Assistant, Chelsea Byers
WWRL Board 2014
Chair, Mary G.L. Shackelford
Treasurer, Aspen Stone
Secretary, Susan Landau
At Large: Kristina Turner, Madrone, Erin
McCusker, Shimmer Lee, Water Greer
----Administrator, Amy Morrison
Side-by support: Kelly Brehan

WWRL Board 2013
Chair, Mary G.L. Shackelford
Treasurer, Aspen Stone
Secretary, Sharma Whitchurch
Community Weaver, Kelly Ziniewicz
At Large: Kristina Turner, Madrone, Erin
McCusker
----Administrator, Amy Morrison
Side-by support: Paulabeing, Kelly Brehan
WWRL Board 2012
Chair, Mary G.L. Shackelford
Treasurer, Aspen Stone
Secretary, Kristina Turner
Community Weaver, Kelly Ziniewicz
At Large, Aubrey Armes
----Administrator, Amy Morrison
WWRL Board 2011
Chair, Mariah Winddancer Hoyt
Treasurer, Aspen Stone
Secretary, Susan Landau
Honored Record Keeper, Aubrey Armes
At Large: Debbie Fank, Carrie Favro, Willow
Dreamfeather McKean, Kristina Turner
Long Dance Rep, Lori Kramer

WWRL Board 2010
Interim Chair, Mariah Winddancer Hoyt
Treasurer, Cathie Stone
Secretary, Willow Dreamfeather McKean
At Large: Anne Lohr, Bonnie Lee Cleverdon, Christiann Howard, Debbie Fank,
Kristina Turner
Long Dance Rep, Peg Hopkins
WWRL Board 2009
Chair, Mary G.L. Shackelford
Treasurer, Cathie Stone
Secretary, Willow Dreamfeather McKean
Program Council Chair, Debbie Fank
Communication Council Chair, Kristina
Turner
Conflict Evolution Council Chair, Christiann
Howard
At-Large, Bonnie Lee Cleverdon, Mariah
Hoyt
Long Dance Representative, Kathleen
Hanning (inactive)
Elder Council Chair, Pam Tillson (ad-hoc)
WWRL Board 2008
Chair Mary Shackelford
Vice Chair Kristina Turner
Treasurer Susan Landau
Program Chair Debbie Fank
Communication Chair Peg Hopkins
Conflict Evolution Chair Kendra E.
Thornbury
Long Dance Rep, Paula Rathbun
WWRL Board 2007
Chair, Mary G.L. Shackelford
Vice Chair, Kristina Turner
Secretary, Ruth Raven Burns
Treasurer, Susan Landau
Abundance Council Chair, Victoria Jensen
Communications Council Chair, Peg Hopkins
Conflict Evolution Council Chair, Julia
Bearheart Moore
Program Council Chair, Kendra E.
Thornbury
Elder Council Chair (ad hoc), Sarah Blum
Long Dance Representative (ad hoc),
Mariah Hoyt

--- MORE
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WWRL Interim Board 2006
Peg Hopkins Chair
Kendra E. Thornbury Vice Chair
Susan Landau Treasurer
Marsha Cook Secretary
Claire D’Gaia Johnson Communication
Council Chair
Sarah Blum Abundance Council Chair
Mary G.L. Shackelford Program Council
Chair
Ruth Raven Burns Elders Council Chair
Kristina Turner Conflict Evolution Chair
Lauryth Dwyer Long Dance Representative
(ad hoc)
2006 Council Members
Norleen Overman Communications
Council
Valli Sanstrom Communications Council
Lori Kramer Communications Council
Susan Landau Abundance Council
Mariah Wind Dancer Program Council
Nan Draper Program Council
Paula Rathbun Program Council
Gaea Maeve Aeolus Elders Council
Grandma Billie Sockwomyn Elders Council
Julia Bear Heart Moore Elders Council
Bonnie Lee Cleverdon Conflict Evolution
Council
Gaea Maeve Aolis Conflict Evolution
Council
Julia Bearheart Moore Conflict Evolution
Council
Kendra E. Thornbury Conflict Evolution
Council

Kim Orte Conflict Evolution Council
Paula Rathbun Conflict Evolution Council
Willow Dreamfeather Conflict Evolution
Council
Drai Bearwomyn Graphic Design

2005 WWRL Getting Started
Working Group
Connor Sauer
Drai Bearwomyn
Kendra E. Thornbury
Kristina Turner
Mary G.L. Shackelford
Peg Hopkins
Suzanne Lichau
Victoria Pilkington
Leadership Committee
Jodi Ann Rodriguez
Kendra E. Thornbury
Norleen Overman
Suzanne Lichau
Decision-Making Committee
Lori Kramer
Nancy Lieurance
Suzanne Lichau

Compassionate Listening / Conflict Evolution Committee
Barbara Krulich
Bonnie Lee Cleverdon
Kendra E. Thornbury
Kim Orte
Kristina Turner
Nan Draper
Patricia Menzies
Structure Committee
Bonnie Lee Cleverdon
Mariah Hoyt
Peg Hopkins
Victoria Pilkington
Survey Committee
Julia Moore
Nancy McLaughlin
Norleen Overman
Victoria Pilkington
Budget Committee
Mary G.L. Shackelford
Peg Hopkins
Sideby Support Team
Marsha Cook
Maureen Oar
Susan Landau

Naming Committee
Lori Kramer
Mariah Hoyt
Nan Draper
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Sun, Jan 1		
			
Tu, Jan 3		
Wed, Jan 4		
Mon, Jan 9		
Fri, Jan 13		
Jan 13-16		
Tu, Jan17		
			
Wed, Jan 18
Sun, Jan 22		
Wed, Feb 1		
Sun, Feb 5 		
			
Tu, Feb 7		
Fri, Feb 10		
Mon, Feb 13
Wed, Feb 15
Tu, Feb 21		
Sun, Feb 26
Wed, March 1
Tu, March 7
Fri, March 10
Mon, March 13
Wed, March 15
Tu, March 21
Spring Equinox
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Upcoming Red Lodge Gatherings/Events
Family Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
New Years Lodge, Vashon Island, WA
South Seattle Hoop, Seattle, WA
Pikes Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
Essential Hoop “Magic of the GiveAway” (conference call open to all )
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
WWRL Lodgekeeper Retreat, Bainbridge Island, WA
Embrace film screening and discussion, Vashon Island, WA
Vashon Moonlodge Hoop, Vashon Island, WA
Awaken Your Greatness Dance Party w/ Buffalo Heart, Seattle, WA
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
Pikes Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
Imbolc Sweatlodge for women, Vashon Island, WA
Family Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
South Seattle Hoop, Seattle, WA
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
Essential Hoop “Imbolc Dreaming” (conference call open to all)
Awaken Your Greatness Dance Party c/Buffalo Heart, Seattle, WA
Vashon Moonlodge Hoop, Vashon Island, WA
Open Circle Moonlodge, Vashon Island, WA
Pikes Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
South Seattle Hoop, Seattle, WA
South Sound Women’s Drum Circle, Olympia, WA
Essential Hoop “Nurturing Emergence” (conference call open to all)
Awaken Your Greatness Dance Party w/ Buffalo Heart, Seattle, WA
Vashon Moonlodge Hoop, Vashon Island, WA
Flagstaff Drumming Into The Seasons, Flagstaff, AZ (date tbd)
Spring Equinox Sweatlodge for Women, Vashon Island, WA (date tbd)
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July Lodgekeeper Retreat/Heather Clayton

2016 Spirals to a close. We
have walked through
another cycle of seasons.
We’ve hunkered down and
dreamed, sprouted with
new growth, basked in the
warmth of nurturing rains,
and opened our storage
spaces for a bountiful
harvest. As we prepare for
another time of renewal
and regeneration, we look
back and reflect on the past
year.
We are so grateful for your support. This year filled with beauty and connections was possible
because of our supporters, partners, and members. We are proud to share the
accomplishments of 2016 in this Annual Report.

“Through my connection with
Woman’s Way Red Lodge, I have
found a vibrant circle of friends and
mentors. I have learned so much
about myself and my relationship
with my Spirit and with my
communities. I am empowered,
empowering, and connected!”
Erin McCusker, Lodgekeeper

WWRL Booth/Katy Myers

Woman’s Way Red Lodge  Annual Report 2016
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Woman’s Way Red Lodge continues to make a difference in people’s lives as they create positive
change in their communities! We are so thankful for the creativity, collaboration, and community
that we enjoyed in 2016.

INTERNAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS
 Hired Communications Director,
Heather Clayton
 Four Beautiful Hearth Letters
 Restorative Circle with LongDance
Community Weavers
 January Lodgekeeper Retreat
 July Lodgekeeper Retreat
 Our Evolving Leadership Paradigm
 Our Evolving Programming Process
 Branding Guidelines Set
 Buffalo Heart’s Expanding Circle
 WWRL on AmazonSmile

DRUMMINGS WITH RED LODGE PRESENCE






Summer Solstice Celebration Burton Hill
Vashon Drum Circles
South Sound Women’s Drum Circles
Flagstaff Drumming into the Seasons
Buffalo Heart Healing Collective
Drummings

Jami Sieber and Nancy Rumbel in Concert on
Vashon Island, WA/Jim Burke

LODGES






HOOPS







Drums in Flagstaff, AZ/Vital Stillness Photography
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Imbolc Sweatlodge
Giving Thanks Lodge
Monthly Moonlodges at Burton Hill
Sweatlodge for the Joyful Warrior
Hearth Gathering





Flagstaff Women’s Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
N. Arizona Men’s Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
Vashon Hoop, Vashon Island, WA
Three Rivers Wild Woman Hoop, St.
Johnsbury, VT
Pike’s Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
Pendleton Women’s Hoop, Pendleton,
OR
Bellingham Hoop, Bellingham, WA
South Seattle Hoop, Des Moines, WA
Essential Hoop, By Teleconference
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EVENTS AND COLLABORATIONS











The Mask You Live In Showing, Vashon, WA
He Called Me Malala Film Screening, Vashon, WA
CEPACET and SAHAYATRI NEPAL Fundraiser
Beltane May Day Celebration, Flagstaff, AZ
Morning and Evening Circles on Zoom
Sarah Christine in Concert, Flagstaff, AZ
Jami Sieber in Concert with Nancy Rumbel, Vashon, WA
Lady Godiva Community Garage Sale, Bellingham, WA
The Woman’s Soul Gathering, Port Orchard, WA
Indie Hit Designs Sustainable Community Builds,
Klallam Native Land, Port Angeles, WA
 Hearth Dreaming, Zoom and Teleconference
 Winter Solstice Dance Party, Des Moines, WA

Holding Hands, Holding Hearts in Flagstaff, AZ

“For some time, I had felt a lack of being part of
a spiritual community…with WWRL, this void
has been filled abundantly… Each hoop
enriches my life as I experience new ways… to
replenish my connections with the seasons of
the earth…The hoop belongs to each of us as
we belong to the hoop. I am grateful.”
Helena Wolfe, Hoop Member

Amy Wolff and Mary Shackelford at Jami Sieber Concert
on Vashon Island, WA/Jim Burke
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Alex Peterson, Stockton, CA
*Anna Johnson, Vashon, WA
Aspen Stone, Tacoma, WA
Aubrey Armes, Des Moines, WA
Barbara Krulich, Olympia, WA
Beth Hesketh, Olympia, WA
Bianca Perla, Vashon, WA
Chalice Bailey, Seattle, WA
*Christine Wood, Vashon, WA
Debbie Fank, Enumclaw, WA
Drai Turner, Blaine, WA
Erin Magoon, Craftsbury Common, VT
Erin McCusker, Pendleton, OR
Estevan Bellino, Phoenix, AZ
Gerry Ahrens, UK
GinaMarie Byars, Flagstaff, AZ
Grace Peterson, Flagstaff, AZ
Helena Wolfe, Hermiston, OR
Jacki Jones, Tempe, AZ
Jim Burke, Vashon, WA
Kathleen Edman, Bonny Lake, WA
Kathy Hayes, West Burke, VT
Katy Myers, Oak Harbor, WA
Kendra Thornbury, Seattle, WA
Kristina Turner, Vashon, WA
Lani Ladbon, Tacoma, WA
Madrone, Flagstaff, AZ
Margaret Theisen, Veneta, OR
Marsha Cook, Oak Harbor, WA
Mary Shackelford, Vashon, WA
Melvin Swegle, Port Angeles, WA
Michelle Elekonich, Largo, MD
Nikki Baldwin, Flagstaff, AZ
*Pam Emerson, Seattle, WA
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Calling in the Waters of the West/Christian Kolesar

Patricia Menzies, Tacoma, WA
Paula Rathbun, Port Angeles, WA
Peg Hopkins, Long Beach, WA
Polly Kay Taylor, Olympia, WA
Preston Shackelford, Napa, CA
Rich Pfeiffer, Flagstaff, AZ
Richard Jones, Vashon, WA
Sandra Locklear, Seahurst, WA
Scott Godwin, Flagstaff, AZ
Serena Davidson, Bellingham, WA
Sheila Brown, Vashon, WA
Sophie Suberman, Seattle, WA
Susan Pitiger, Vashon, WA
Talia Landau, Des Moines, WA
Tammi Sims, Seattle, WA
Terez Storm, Jerome, AZ
Uncle Don B Fireland Fanning, Flagstaff, AZ
*Indicates new member in 2016
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*Alexa Shelley Rose, Port Townsend, WA
Allison Mitkowski, Bellemont, AZ
Amy Morrison, Vashon, WA
Amy Wolff, Vashon, WA
Andrea, Jeffery, Shoreline WA
Angelo Bergs, Flagstaff, AZ
Brigitte Schmid, Dupont, WA
Cara Woras, Idaho City, ID
Cheryl Byars, Flagstaff, AZ
Cindy, Thomann, Flagstaff, AZ
Cliff Peterson, Flagstaff, AZ
Corby Palacios, Burton, WA
Crystal Gordon, Bend, OR
Elizabeth Mauro, Seattle, WA
*Ellen Wardell, Pendleton, OR
Grace Francis, Vashon, WA
Haila Silvertrees, Olympia, WA
*Heather Clayton, Fort Collins CO
*Heidi Thompson, Seattle, WA
Jade Weinbrecht, Enumclaw, WA
Jane Valencia, Vashon, WA
Janice Brooks, Denver, CO
Joanne Cook, Seattle, WA
*Joe Armes, Des Moines, WA
Julia Bearheart Moore, Olympia, WA
Julie Werbel, Vashon, WA
Karen Bennett, Enumclaw, WA
*Kat Chliwnyj, Flagstaff, AZ
Kathy Beck, Pendleton, OR
Kathy McArthur, Frederic, MD
Kelly Brehan, Tacoma, WA
Kim Gambino, San Diego, CA
Kim Orte, Tacoma, WA
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Leslie Chertok, Vashon, WA
Leslie Norman, Seattle WA
Maraiah Lynn Nadeau, Port Townsend, WA
Margaret Suhr, Des Moines, WA
Mariah Hoyt, Tacoma, WA
Nancy Bennion, Vashon, WA
Neil McCusker, Pendleton, OR
Pam Tillson, Astoria, OR
*Paula Gruentzel-Ernst, Firestone, CO
Rachel Soumokil, Flagstaff, AZ
Rebecca Christ, Phoenix, AZ
Robin Rogers, Chapel Hill, NC
*Ron Paul, Flagstaff, AZ
Ruth Raven Rogers, Port Hadlock, WA
*Ryan Qualls, Washington DC
Sarah Leah Blum, Auburn, WA
Sharma Gencarelle, St Johnsbury, VT
Sharon Hines-Pinon, Vashon, WA
*Sherry Edwards, Des Moines, WA
*Stephen Babcock, Flagstaff, AZ
Susan Landau, Cambria, CA
Suzanne Lichau, Petaluma, CA
*Tanya Chliwnyj, Flagstaff, AZ
Teresa Peterson, Flagstaff, AZ
*Terri Arnold, Fredrick, MD
Terri Hahn, Pendleton, OR
Tone Butler, Shelton, WA
Tracy Christ, Flagstaff, AZ
*Trish Gallagher, Pope Valley, CA
*Indicates new member in 2016
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CEPACET, Nairobi, Kenya
*Happiness is the Key Company, Chapel Hill, NC
*Institute of Shamanic Wisdom, Santee, CA
Sacred Groves, Bainbridge Island, WA
*Indicates new member in 2016

“Woman’s Way Red Lodge has
profoundly changed my life… Walking
with the fifteen principles, I
accomplished personal goals and
triumphs I never dreamed. Woman’s
Way has changed my life and allowed
me to grow a more intentional and
meaningful life for myself and my
community.”
Angelo Bergs, Men’s Hoop Facilitator

Christian Kolesar drums in Flagstaff, AZ/Madrone

"WWRL has given me a nurturing safe
place to go and share on a deeper, more
spiritual, authentic level. Which helps me
to become more evolved as a woman, who
loves and cares about others and myself. I
am grateful it is part of my life."
Terri Hahn, Hoop Member

Buffalo Heart
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$100 - $7500

$1 - $100

Anonymous Community Foundation
Barbara Krulich
Erin McCusker
Jim Burke
Kristina Turner
Marsha Cook
Mary Shackelford
Sacred Groves
Sherry Edwards
Uncle Don Fireland Fanning
Woman’s Way Long Dance

Amy Morrison
Amy Wolff
Anastacia Nutt
Angelo Bergs
Drai Turner
Ellen Wardell
Gina Byars
Grace Peterson
Jan Halle
Kathryn Yeoell
Katy Myers
Kristen Walsh
Leslie Chertok
Lynn Nadeau
Madrone
Mariah Hoyt
Polly Taylor
Preston Shackelford
Rebecca Christ
Richard Jones
Sharma Gencarelle
Sharon Hines Pinion
Sheila Brown
Sophie Suberman
Sue Sayegh
Susan Landau
Suzanne Lichau
Teresa Peterson
Tere Carranza and Therese Charvet
Tone Butler

LEADERSHIP FUND DONORS
Angelo Bergs
Carmen Chacon
Drai Turner
Elizabeth Mauro
Jane Valencia
Kathy Beck
Kim Orte
Sophie Suberman
Terry and Freddie Schutten

Chef Angelo Bergs at July Lodgekeeper Retreat/ Heather Clayton
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Weaving the Hoop That Connects, a long time and beloved Woman’s Way Red Lodge program
continues to carry the organization’s purpose - Co-creating a new paradigm for positive
change in our communities – out into the world. Hoops nurture, empower and nourish
communities all over the United States.
With much gratitude and joy, I share comments from participants from this last year and how
they were affected by their Hoop:
“I felt supported to grow in ways that I never
thought possible and never even imagined.”
“I learned to look at myself with more
appreciation and less criticism.”
“I most appreciated the building of supportive
friendships and connecting with others in a deep
way.”
“We honor and accept one another, we share, we
learn from one another, we support one another,
we laugh together, drum, dance, sing, cry and
howl together!”
“I am more capable than I ever dreamed.”
“I learned to trust me!”

Morning Circle/Sophie Suberman

“I most appreciated the sacred space allotted to
each of us including drumming, sharing and
journey work – celebrating life!”

“I learned how much I love life and am so grateful for it and I most appreciated the opportunity
to be real.”
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Hoops were active in many states: Arizona, Vermont, Washington, Colorado, Oregon and
virtually.
Flagstaff, Arizona saw many changes this year. Their Women’s Hoop which has been meeting
since 2010, went under the blanket to dream new Hoops to be formed in the future. They
celebrated a beautiful six years together at a closing ceremony November 13th.
The first men’s hoop began in Flagstaff this year with the Northern Arizona Men’s Hoop.
Angelo Bergs, Cliff Petersen and Christian Kolesar facilitated. Their vision in creating this hoop,
“… came from a desire in the Northern Arizona community to find what it means to embody
the sacred masculine in nature, spirit, and ourselves through intentional connection, support,
and discussion.”
The Pike’s Peak Hoop in Colorado celebrated their fourth year in 2016. It continues to be
facilitated by Doris Reis, Kathy Gallagher and Dawn Pastorius. Each month’s gathering was led
by one of the Hoop’s members. “Gathering together, they sing, learn new meditations and
deepen their connections to each other and Spirit.”

Flagstaff Drumming into the Seasons
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South Seattle Hoop in Washington was held by Sophie
Suberman and Talia Landau. The Hoop is in its third
year. This year they traveled with seven women of
varying ages and relationships to spirituality and one
another. The vision was to create a space where
everyone’s spirituality could shine, using Woman’s Way
Red Lodge as a guide to create that container.
The Bellingham Hoop in Washington was a new Hoop
this year. It was co-facilitated by Serena Davidson and Katy Myers. Their vision was to create
a space for “people actively making choices to heal themselves and the earth.”
Serena Davidson also facilitates the Essential
Hoop, a gathering that meets once a month by
conference call. This hoop is open to anyone and
provides a nurturing space no matter where one
lives. It has been held for two years.
Christine Wood is facilitating a new women’s
Hoop on Vashon Island in Washington. They
chose to meet monthly and for the first couple of
months, held open meetings to allow women to
attend if interested. During their November
Summer Solstice at Saltwater State Park in
Des Moines, WA/Aubrey Armes
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Friends reunited by WWRL/Crystal Gordon

The Wild Women 3 Rivers Hoop in Vermont, facilitated
by Sharma Gencarelle, journeyed through their fifth
year together. The hoop sisters took turns facilitating
monthly activities, rituals, and ceremonies. Sharma
announced that this is her last year facilitating and next
year’s coordinators are: Kathy Rose Hayes who has
been with the hoop since the beginning in 2011 and
Kim de la Rosa who is in her first year with the hoop.
Welcome to them and thank you so much Sharma.

meeting, they held a commitment ceremony for the 9 who are choosing to travel together.
The Sacred Hoop of Pendleton, Oregon completed their second year. Tended by Erin
McCusker, the members of the Hoop hold the circle, sharing their gifts through co-facilitating
gatherings, empowering personal spiritual growth, healing and deeper connection.
Woman’s Way Red Lodge Hoops are sending out love and joy and peace into the world. Thank
you to all who help to create and hold and sustain these groups. Your service is so
appreciated.

“I have found a safe, loving,
supportive sisterhood in my
walk with Red Lodge which
only grows stronger each
time we meet.”
Vicki McLaughlin, Hoop Member

Crystal Gordon and Sophie Suberman drumming in a meeting in Sedona, AZ/Heather Clayton
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YTD INCOME
Membership
General donations
Service Projects
Leadership Fund donations
Programs*
Total Income

$3,560
$10,891
$2,354
$338
$6,388
$23,531

YTD EXPENSES
Administrative
Communications
Programs
Total Expenses

YTD NET

$6,549
$3,836
$9,389
$19,774

Katy Myers with WWRL Booth in Tonasket, WA

$3,087

YTD NET ASSETS
Cash on hand
Women’s Leadership Fund
WWRL Leadership Fund

$21,800
$1,211
$1,348

*hoops, drum circles, sweatlodges, CD,
Workshops, and sponsored programs

Sarah Christine in Concert in Flagstaff, AZ/Madrone
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CRYSTAL GORDON
This year has been a beautiful growth experience and I am filled to the
brim with love and joy! My heart is deeply grateful for all that we have
co-created this year. My fellow sisters on the Board have supported me
in ways that I cannot put into words. My gratitude to Erin, Shimmer,
and Madrone who have been a wonderful example of leadership and
strength and what it means to hold the sacred bowl of WWRL. Thank
you Gina, Katy, Serena, Sophie, Grace, and Heather for being your
magnificent selves! Your enthusiasm for creativity, collaboration and
alignment with our principles creates a deep knowingness within me
that 2017 will be Incredible! The sisterhood that I have felt this year has
been the greatest gift! I feel strong in my walk, knowing that I have a tribe by my side. I have
loved getting to know our community this year through Morning Circles. I have had the
opportunity to become a better leader and am thankful for the support I have received along
the way. My heart is also filled with love for all those who have come before and laid the
foundation for WWRL to come to life. Deepest gratitude for the WHOLE of our community.
You are the Heart of the Hearth! Thank you to All!

ERIN MCCUSKER
It has been a privilege, an honor and a joy to walk as a Lodgekeeper for
the past four years. I have worked, laughed, and learned with amazing
women on the board, fantastic contractors and wonderful people from
around the world. The work that WWRL is committed to is so important
to our world and to her people, and it makes a difference! Thank you for
the opportunity to be in service to our members and to our
communities. I send so much love and light and many blessings to next
year’s Lodgekeeper Circle! Thank you!
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GINAMARIE BYARS
I would like to thank the 2016 LodgeKeepers. First, I would like to
acknowledge and show much thankfulness for Erin, Madrone, and
Shimmer Lee. Their dedication and agreement to stay on one more cycle
to assist and guide the new members of the Board has been so
appreciated. Their support has been crucial to the next phase of
LodgeKeeper leadership. Their ongoing legacy will live in the
LodgeKeeper circle of 2017 and beyond.
Next, the LodgeKeepers who will be staying on for the next cycle:
Crystal, Grace, Katy, Serena, and Sophie. These beauty-filled beings are
passionate, excited, and enthusiastically dedicated to expanding Joy in our world. Their
commitment to WWRL is palpable and I am honored that I will be standing in a Circle of
Service with them for another year.
Then, I have so much gratitude for the people who have made WWRL possible. The beings of
light who envisioned and birthed such a place for people to be seen, to be heard, to stand in
their power and change the world! We are indebted to you all
for your Heart Work.
A huge thank you to the Administrator and Communications
Director: Amy and Heather. They have worked diligently to get
us ready for our next phase of co-creating. Their guidance and
forward thinking has helped us to become even more solid in
our foundation so that we are ready, more than ever, to reach
for the stars!
And, finally, to the WWRL members. Your gentle persistence,
patience, and desire to see a better world provides those of us
in the leadership roles with much hope. Your support makes
the prospect of stepping up the presence of WWRL an exciting
task instead of a drudgery. Thank you, all, for your walk in this
realm. Thank you for sharing the journey with us!
Light Shines Through/Heather Clayton
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GRACE PETERSON
I am thankful for the wonderful opportunities WWRL has given me and
for the beautiful, amazing community I have been welcomed into. The
wonderful beings I have had an opportunity to grow with, both on the
board and in circle, have taught me so much and continue to teach me. I
have been nurtured in a loving, thriving, safe sacred space and as a
result feel motivated and empowered to do the same for others. We are
shifting the paradigm. We are igniting Joyfilled Warriors. We rise from
the ashes. We fly with the phoenix.

KATY MYERS
My gratitude to WWRL is huge. When I think of this organization I think
of the individuals that make it up. Being on the board as a Lodgekeeper
this last year has given me the opportunity to walk alongside some truly
awe inspiring individuals. These women are amazing! I am grateful to
have found a tribe that walks a path of gentle awareness, passion, and
love. They are each unique and embody themselves wholly. I am
grateful for this because it gives me the strength, and the knowing that I
have the ability to do the same. That I am doing the same!
Walking as a Lodgekeeper in WWRL I'm not only held gently, but
nourishingly. This has been a space for me personally of challenge as much as ease. Many of
the technical parts of being on the board are 100% new to me, and I'm not used to using my
voice in this way. Many times this last year I have felt fear and self-doubt, but in my heart I
knew I had it in me to open up to these new challenges. This space of encouragement created
by the individuals of WWRL echoed what my heart was telling me. Being a Lodgekeeper has
fed my strength to grow into my most beautiful self. So, I am grateful for the challenge,
learning, growing, and the gentle loving space in which all is unfolding. I’m looking forward to
2017! I'm excited to journey with these women, and I can't wait to see what's in store for
them, myself, and WWRL in the upcoming year.
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MADRONE
Being a part of the WWRL Lodgekeeper board has been nothing short of
amazing and I thank you. These past four years have provided me one
of the most paramount opportunities to develop as a leader during my
lifetime. I could not have imagined a better place to practice leaning in
and stepping up to service in such mind-expanding ways and with such
gifted leaders. As I stepped up to become a Lodgekeeper in 2013, I
wrote the following to be read at the December 2012 annual meeting:
“Stretching our minds to function differently requires the spark and
passions of fire to trust the sacred burning of older traditions while still
honoring the new, the leap of faith to jump into the waves of water that teach us to go with
the flow no matter how hard we want to hang on, the grounding of the earth to root us in
what we know, and the ability to leap into the newness of the winds of change!”
I had no idea how prophetic this statement would be for me during my time on the board. I
have had so many leadership growing opportunities these four years it is hard to summarize. I
think we can all relate to times when words can’t capture what
we have experienced and this for me is one of those times.
More than just a place to process one’s feelings (not that there
is anything wrong with that), WWRL Lodgekeeper work has
pushed me, challenged my grounding, and strengthened my
resolve that there are better ways to organize in the world and
WWRL offers one of these models. Walking the 15 principles in
Woman’s Way has changed my life and I will continue to work
with her in new capacities during this most important historical
moment as we participate in co-creating a new paradigm for
change in our communities. I have so much gratitude for the
beautiful ways that you supported me and loved me as I spread
my leadership wings during these last four years. Thank you,
thank you, thank you.
Spring Equinox Drumming in Flagstaff, AZ
Love and light, Madrone
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SERENA DAVIDSON
As I enter my 3rd year as a Lodgekeeper I’m grateful that the women
stepping off the board this year saw me as a woman of integrity,
strength and vision to call into this circle of leadership for our
community. My intention in being a board member with WWRL is the
same for the year ahead as it was when I stepped on: to lead in service
to community while collaborating with supportive side-bys who share
my deep passion of validating and growing our personal connection to
the magic and mysteries of the natural world including our own
intuiting skills. Also to test and grow my own capacity to be of service in
this life while living with the symptoms of debilitating disease. My
sincere gratitude heading into 2017 with the women remaining with me on this board and
those serving as staff to our community is that we are a circle of strong, powerful, intuitive,
sensitive, brilliant, deeply caring and also sweetly human leaders - every single one of us in our
own way.

SOPHIE SUBERMAN
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SHIMMER LEE
Being a Lodgekeeper has changed my life. Red Lodge as an organization
is truly alive, and I have an overflowing amount of gratitude for my time
on this wild ride as a Lodgekeeper! There is a touch of sadness as I walk
towards new roles, and also an expanding feeling of peace and joy as I
know that those who are now tending to this organization are true
Joyfilled Warriors, ready for the challenges and ready to grow Red
Lodge in profoundly powerful ways. Lodgekeepers are the tenders of
the hearth, the hands that grow the garden of WWRL and keep it
nourished. It has been a true honor to be a pair of hands in the line of
tenders that have come before and who are coming after. There have
been so many learning edges, I can honestly say that this experience has forever shaped who I
am as a leader and who I am as a woman in this ever changing world. I stand now, looking
back at the path that has been this journey and looking towards the vision of what is to come,
and I am exploding with ecstatic joy! I know that I am stepping off in a time of fertility, of
abundance, and in a time when Red Lodge is needed more than ever and has the womanpower to fulfill its much needed role in this world. Thank you to every single person who has
had a hand in making this organization what it is, thank you to each powerful goddess I stood
in service with while tending to the hearth of Red Lodge. Thank you to all of you who are
continuing to tend the fire in powerful ways. With every ounce of my being, I wish blessings of
joy – may the Red Lodge community soar, may the vision of positive change spread, may each
person touched by Red Lodge be nourished, healed, and fulfilled! I love you all, Red Lodge
community. I am forever, forever grateful and truly humbled by having had this opportunity of
service. I will walk with these experiences and learnings for the rest of my life. Forever and
undeniably grateful, Shimmer Lee.

Joyfilled Warrior Lilies for Grandma/Shimmer Lee
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We thank you for your support, both past and present, and look forward to working with you
to continue co-creating a better world for our communities. Please contact GinaMarie Byars at
chair@wwrl.org should you have any questions regarding this report.
Sincerely,
Woman’s Way Red Lodge

Fall Altar/Madrone
*Report Cover – July Lodgekeeper Retreat in Sedona, AZ/Heather Clayton
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